Materials and Methods
Plasmids. PEP was encoded on a pET15b vector. 1 Insertion mutagenesis was performed on pET-15b-PEP at the center of the elastin-like midblock to yield pET15b-PE C P, i.e. PEP with a cysteine in the elastin domain. To construct the PE C P-L37A mutant, site-directed mutagenesis was performed on both "L37" residues in pQE15b-PE C P using "QuikChange" mismatch primers amplified by PfuUltraII HS Fusion Polymerase (Agilent Technologies). The L37A mutations in both P blocks were confirmed by forward and reverse sequencing, and by MALDI-MS on trypsinized PE C P-L37A. Incorporation of homoisoleucine (Hil) was achieved by placing PE C P into a modified pQE80L vector (pQE80L-LeuRS), containing a copy of the leuRS gene flanked by NheI sites downstream of the multiple-cloning site in pQE-80L. Similar to previously a previously reported plasmid (pA1EL), the pQE80L-LeuRS vector drives constitutive overexpression of leucyl-tRNA synthetase. 2 Protein PE C encoded in pQE-80L was the kind gift of Larry Dooling. AE C A was the kind gift of Dr. Wenbin Zhang, and E C was prepared by
QuikChange mutagenesis on a pQE80L plasmid encoding the E domain only. All plasmids used and their corresponding coding sequences are presented in Table S1 .
Protein Expression and Purification. Plasmids coding for the proteins of interest were transformed into either BL21 (DE3) competent E. coli or the leucine auxotroph DH10B (for Hil incorporation). In order to express the polymers, cells transformed with the relevant vectors were cultured overnight, and the overnight cultures (typically 10 mL) were used to inoculate 1 L flasks containing Terrific Broth (TB)
supplemented with 100 -200 mg ml -1 ampicillin. Cells were grown to an OD 600 of 0.7 -1.0 and then induced with 1 mM isopropyl β-D-1 thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). After 4-5 h, bacterial cultures were harvested by centrifugation for 5-10 min at 10,000g, and cells were lysed with 8 M urea. Cell lysates were freeze-thawed at least once before being subjected to high-power tip sonication for homogenization (50 mL of lysate from a 1 L culture was typically treated with 30-50 W for 10 min in 0.5 -1 s pulses).
Homogenized lysate was clarified by high-speed centrifugation (30,000g for 1 h) and then subjected to standard His-tag purification over Ni-NTA agarose beads (Qiagen). His-purified lysate was dialyzed against 4 L of distilled water at 4 °C. The water was changed repeatedly (5-6 times) over the course of several days. Typically the onset of cloudiness inside the dialysis bag was used as the dialysis endpoint, after which point the aqueous suspensions were lyophilized.
Synthesis of homoisoleucine (Hil, 2-amino-4-methylhexanoic acid, CAS 3570-21-6) was performed following a previously reported procedure. 2 For expression of proteins containing Hil, we performed a medium-shift with the E. coli leucine auxotroph DH10B into Leu-depleted medium supplemented with
Hil. Hil is activated by the E. coli leucyl-tRNA synthetase (LeuRS) at lower rates than Leu. 2 In order to achieve high levels of substitution, we prepared a new expression cassette that encoded a constitutively expressed copy of LeuRS downstream of an inducible PE C P gene ( Figure S8 ). This pQE-80L-PE C P- supplemented with 200 mg L -1 ampicillin. In large-scale (1 L) expressions, overnight cultures were inoculated into fresh M9 + 20 AA media and grown with agitation at 37 °C until the OD 600 reached 0.8 -1.0. Cells were pelleted at 6,000g for 5-10 min at 4 °C, washed 3 times in ice-cold NaCl (0.9% w/v) and resuspended in fresh M9 media containing 500 µM of (2S,4S)-Hil with or without Leu. Cultures were then shaken at 37 °C for 15 min before induction with 1 mM IPTG. After 5 h, cells were harvested and the proteins purified as described above. The extent of replacement of Leu by Hil was estimated by MALDI mass spectrometry ( Figure S9 and Table S2 ). For PE C P expressed in Leu-depleted medium supplemented with 500 µM Hil, the extent of replacement was ca. 92%. The replacement level was reduced to 53% by including 100 µM Leu in the expression culture (see column "Leu + Hil" in Table S2 ). Following this first normalization, the data were typically scaled such that f(t 0 ) = 0 in order to enable fitting of the experimental curves to the simulated curves (which all begin at f = 0). This scaling was accomplished using
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Labeling of Probes with
In some instances, the experimental curve given by scaled f(t) appeared to not be recovering to its maximum value of 1, even after long times. This may be due to a small fraction of immobile probes in the network. In instances where full recovery was not observed, the simulated fluorescence recovery (generated by the model) was sometimes multiplied by a scalar constant m representing the total fraction of mobile network chains in order to produce better fits to the data. In cases where this "mobile fraction"
fit was required, m was typically found to be between 0.8 and 1.0 (i.e. less than 20% of the chains were treated as immobile).
In experiments with the non-binding probes (AE C A and E C ), we frequently observed normalized fluorescence recovery values that moderately exceeded the pre-bleach spot intensity (see Figure S6 below for an example). In these cases, the [min, max] scaling above was essential for properly experimental modeling.
Simulation Details
To explore possible binding asymmetry (differences between K 1 and K 2 ), we performed coarsegrained Brownian Dynamics simulations of gel-forming telechelic polymers. As described in the main text, we used a standard Kremer-Grest model with beads at the ends of the chains ("stickers") interacting through a Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential that was truncated and shifted to zero at 2.5ߪ (such that the stickers experience the attractive portion of the potential) and assigned a well depth of ߳ ௦ . 3 The LJ potential for all other bead pairs was truncated and shifted at 2 ଵ/ ߪ (such that the potential is purely repulsive) and assigned a well depth of ߳ = ݇ܶ (where ݇ܶ is the thermal energy). All lengths are expressed in units of the LJ diameter ߪ which we set to unity. The chain connectivity is described with a FENE potential using a spring constant of k = 30 and a fully stretched bond length of R 0 = 1.5 (both of which are expressed in terms of reduced LJ units ϵ = σ LJ = 1). We used a system box size of V = L 3 with L = 4.1R f , where R f ≈ 15.3 is the equilibrium end-to-end distance of free chains. We imposed periodic boundary conditions in all directions. The bead number density was ρ = 0.12, ensuring that the solution is semi-dilute (ρ ≈ 1.6ρ * , where ρ * is the overlap concentration).
We used Langevin dynamics to evolve the system:
where ‫ݎ‬ and ݂ are, respectively, the particle position and interparticle force, and the particle mass ݉ is set at unity. The damping coefficient was set to ߞ = 1 to ensure overdamped dynamics. The Brownian force ݂ was taken to be white noise with a mean of 0 and a variance of 2݇ܶߞ. We integrated using a timestep of ‫ݐߜ‬ = 0.003. To reach the equilibrium state for ߳ = 4.5, the sample was annealed at a temperature of ݇ܶ = 4.5 for a duration of 2߬ ோ (where ߬ ோ is the Rouse time of the system), followed by quenching to ݇ܶ = 1 over a period of 5߬ ோ . We then further equilibrated each sample for 5߬ ோ . The data (e.g. state fractions, ܲ(ܴ), and ݃(ܴ)) were then collected over a period of 20߬ ோ .
To characterize the state of a chain (e.g. free, bound, etc.) we must first define the junctions of the gel.
We define junctions as groups of two or more associating stickers. Stickers within a cutoff distance of 1.5
(capturing the attractive portion of the LJ potential-well) are deemed associating and grouped into the same junction.
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List of plasmids and sequences of artificial proteins Table S1 . Plasmids and protein sequences for all constructs described in the main text. Each "P" domain is highlighted in blue, and key mutations (Leu→Ala) or insertions (Cys) are highlighted in red and underlined. Protein coding sequences were confirmed by double-stranded DNA sequencing. All plasmids are available upon request.
Plasmid Protein Molecular Weight (Da)
pET15b-PEP PEP 32047 
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Labeling of PE C P with fluorescein-5-maleimide (f5m) Figure S1 . SDS-PAGE analysis of unpurified and purified PEP and PE C P constructs. 
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An analytical solution to the 3-state reaction-diffusion model of strand exchange
The 3-state reaction-diffusion model of strand exchange considers three sequential states in equilibrium that describe the process of network association for PEP chains. (1) In this model, the free chain f must undergo two separate association events in order to become fully bound b or network associated. An intermediate dangle state d appears in which only one of the two P domains participates in a network junction. This situation is depicted graphically in Figure S3 below. 
Here we use are using the pseudo-first-order rate constant k on Outside the radius of this cylinder, visible fluorophore remains at its equilibrium concentration.
Because the photobleach is symmetric along the z-axis of the cylinder, only lateral diffusion in a single 2D plane needs to be considered. The initial conditions are
It is convenient to normalize the equilibrium concentrations of each species with the requirement
At equilibrium, the concentration of each species may be found using the steady-state condition Applying this condition to (2) together with (4) results in the following relations for the equilibrium concentration of each species.
We can also define a pseudo equilibrium constant K eq as the ratio of gel-bound/free chains, which from the steady-state assumption can be shown to be: (6) It is convenient to make the following variable transformations:
Using (7), we can transform the system of equations in (2) as follows.
Furthermore, the initial conditions in (3) now become Here ū has been used to distinguish the Laplace-domain variable from the time-domain variable u. In order to solve this system, at least one of the above expressions needs to be written in terms 
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Here a "nested function" approach has been used to simplify the forms of (17 -19). This conceals the underlying algebraic complexity of (17). Despite this complexity, the equation has a known solution of the form where I 0 and K 0 are modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind, respectively. To determine the constants α 1 and α 2 , we require that u and its first derivative be continuous at the The only term that depends on r in (21) is u, so it suffices to compute the average for u. chain diffusing freely in a circular bleach spot. [4] [5] To further validate our solution, we compared curves obtained by inversion of (23) with those obtained by numerical simulation of (8) and (9) using a finite-difference method. FRAP curves simulated analytically and numerically showed good agreement across multiple values of k on , with only minor differences at long times which could be attributed to the finite mesh size used in the difference algorithm ( Figure S4 ).
As discussed in the main text, the parameter k on * is a pseudo-first-order association rate, calculated from the true (second-order) association rate k on by assuming a constant concentration of binding sites S eq . The true second-order association rate is:
The maximum molar concentration of equilibrium binding sites can be calculated from the network mass density ρ by assuming that all P domains are active in pentameric bundle formation. In this ideal case, S eq is given by the following relation, where M is the molar mass of a single PEP chain (~32 kDa, Table S1 ).
(27)
Use of (26) and (27) 
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Fitting procedure for experimental FRAP curves
In order to fit simulated curves to experimental curves, the following curve fitting procedures were employed. For the effective diffusion model (Figure 2 ), the full model (23) was used but
with the values of k on * and k off fixed at 10 -5 s -1 and 10 5 s -1 respectively. This was found to be numerically equivalent to fitting the curves with the form derived by Soumpasis 5 :
where As discussed by Sprague et al., both (25) and (30) are solutions to the simple diffusion equation without any binding. When used to fit curves influenced by binding (i.e., in the effective diffusion regime), the diffusivity resulting from the fit is D eff . Curves were fit using the method described in the main text, as well as by the following custom algorithm which gave similar results: (i) a guess for the parameter of interest (D eff , D f , k on * , k off ) was drawn from a normal distribution (generated by the MATLAB command randn) having a mean and standard deviation equal to an initial seed guess, (ii) based on the guess, a new FRAP curve was simulated from (23) and compared to the experimental curve, (iii) the guess was accepted if it lowered the root mean square residual of the fit relative to the previous guess, and (iv) the next guess was drawn from a new normal distribution having a mean and standard deviation equal to the value of the new best guess for the fitting parameter. This procedure was typically iterated 1000 times, after which point a very good fit had usually been obtained. For fits using the full model, D f was fixed in an independent experiment (by modeling recovery curves of E C with the pure diffusion equation), and then guesses for k on * and k off were simultaneously drawn from independent normal distributions with means and standard deviations equal to the value of the current guess for each rate constant. As with the fits for D f alone, new guesses were accepted whenever they lowered the root mean square residual of the fit, and this procedure was iterated 1000 times. Examples of fits resulting from this approach are represented in Figure S5 below. Figure S5 . Example fits of simulated fluorescence recovery curves (generated in MATLAB) to an experimental recovery curve for a 10% gel labeled with PE C P. The experimental recovery curve shows excellent agreement with both the full model simulation (blue) and the simplified, effective diffusion model (red). The key parameters extracted from these fits are also listed (top panel). A residuals analysis of the two curves shows that the full model results in a slightly better fit in this case. In both cases, RMS of all the residuals is < 1 (bottom panel). We attribute this unusual recovery behavior to the LCST behavior of elastin-like polypeptides, and plan to describe it in more detail in a forthcoming manuscript. 
Time (min) Normalized Fluorescence
Summary derivation of equation 5 in main text
Consider a generalized version of (1), in which there are N associative "sticky" domains and therefore N + 1 total states (including the free state f). Assume that the f state has a free diffusivity given by D f , and that the mobility of chains in each of the remaining N states is given by a single non-zero value designated D b for "bound mobility".
If binding is fast relative to the time it takes to diffuse across the bleach spot, then we can assume local, instantaneous chemical equilibrium at each time throughout the course of fluorescence recovery. 6 Under this assumption, it is trivial to show that or more generally that
Proceeding to write out the reaction-diffusion equations for each state and then summing them together (all reaction terms disappear during this operation) gives: 
The state fractions become , which when supplied into the mass balance gives
We can now define a new D eff as 
Equation 37 allows each equilibrium constant to be treated as an adjustable fitting parameter, and is used in the main text to detect binding asymmetry (K 1 > K 2 ) by setting D eff = D obs for PE C P, after fixing K 1 with the measurement from the PE C probe. 
Fraction of elastically effective chains estimated by Phantom Network Theory
At 10% (w/v) the number density of chains is and the number density of bundles, assuming every endblock ends up in a pentamer, is Using phantom network theory, the fraction of elastically effective chains at 10% is given by: The peptides and their expected masses with and without Hil are listed in Table S2 . Spectral analysis indicates a maximum Leu → Hil replacement level of 91.8 ± 4.5%. Table S2 for exact incorporation levels). The degree of substitution thus provides a means of tuning the fluorescence recovery rate. 
